Word Jumbles

Tongue Twister: Seven silly sheep slowly shuffled south.

The letters of the words below are all mixed up. Figure out what the word is and write it on the blank line provided.

1. EDIR  RIDE
2. ENALP  PLANE
3. RAC  CAR
4. ELBATOFMOC  COMFORTABLE
5. LIAS  SAIL
6. DNAL  LAND
7. DRAOB  BOARD
8. WOLS  SLOW
9. ELCYCIB  BICYCLE
10. FFOEKAT  TAKE OFF
11. KRAP  PARK
12. TAOB  BOAT
13. ETAL  LATE
14. ELCYCROTOM  MOTORCYCLE
15. SUB  BUS
16. YLF  FLY
17. EFAS  SAFE
18. EVIRD  DRIVE
19. SUOREGNAD  DANGEROUS
20. TSAF  FAST

1. Do this with a motorcycle, bicycle or horse.
2. Travel a long way in a short time in the air.
3. Has four wheels and is smaller than a truck.
4. The seat was too small, so I wasn't ____________.
5. Use a boat to do this.
6. When a plane arrives at the airport.
7. How you get on an airplane.
8. The opposite of fast.
9. You'll never forget how to ride this.
10. When a plane leaves the airport.
11. When you stop your car and leave it.
12. Take this on the open water.
13. If you miss the bus, you'll be ________.
14. Harley Davidson is the most famous kind.
15. Most children get to school this way.
17. Another word for secure.
18. This is what you do with a car.
19. Driving too fast is very ________.
20. Another word for quick.